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	Quantum Social Science, 9781107012820 (1107012821), Cambridge University Press, 2013

	Written by world experts in the foundations of quantum mechanics and its applications to social science, this book shows how elementary quantum mechanical principles can be applied to decision-making paradoxes in psychology and used in modelling information in finance and economics. The book starts with a thorough overview of some of the salient differences between classical, statistical and quantum mechanics. It presents arguments on why quantum mechanics can be applied outside of physics and defines quantum social science. The issue of the existence of quantum probabilistic effects in psychology, economics and finance is addressed and basic questions and answers are provided. Aimed at researchers in economics and psychology, as well as physics, basic mathematical preliminaries and elementary concepts from quantum mechanics are defined in a self-contained way.
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Unity Game Development in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2015

	In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, Sams Teach Yourself Unity Game Development in 24 Hours will help you master the Unity 5 game engine at the heart of Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft, Kerbal Space Program, and many other sizzling-hot games!
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The Essential Guide to User Interface Design: An Introduction to GUI Design Principles and TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Bringing together the results of more than 300 new design studies, an understanding of people, knowledge of hardware and software capabilities, and the author’s practical experience gained from 45 years of work with display-based systems, this book addresses interface and screen design from the user’s perspective. You will learn how to...

		

Advances in Bioinformatics, Multimedia, and Electronics Circuits and Signals: Proceedings of GUCON 2019 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2019

	The book features selected high-quality papers presented in International Conference on Computing, Power and Communication Technologies 2019 (GUCON 2019), organized by Galgotias University, India, in September 2019. Discussing in detail topics related to electronics devices, circuits and systems; signal processing; and bioinformatics, multimedia...




	

High-Temperature Superconductors (Springer Series in Materials Science)Springer, 2009
The present book aims at describing the phenomenon of superconductivity and high-temperature superconductors discovered by Bednorz and Muller in 1986. The book covers the superconductivity phenomenon, structure of high-Tc superconductors, critical currents, synthesis routes for high Tc materials, superconductivity in...


		

The Complete Bartender (Updated)Berkley, 2003

	Get the essential guide to mixing up a good time! Now that it's been completely updated with fifty new drinks-including the mojito and the Rock Lobster-you'll enjoy preparing and serving drinks more than ever. With more than 2000 recipes, including nonalcoholic drinks, plus party-planning tips, hints on making toasts, barware lists...


		

The Encyclopedia of Addictive DrugsGreenwood Press, 2002
The Encyclopedia of Addictive Drugs will save readers many hours of time that would otherwise be spent tracking down basic facts in science journals and libraries. This book is useful to a wide variety of persons—from a student doing a term paper to reporters preparing a story, from parents reading that story to a narcotics law enforcement...
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